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Lesson-4(The importance of patriotism in social and political life):  

 
Importance of patriotism in social life:  

Patriotism is very important in our social life because- 

i) It makes people generous in our society. 

ii) It inspires people to love fellow countrymen.  

iii) It gives inspiration people for sacrificing own happiness. 

iv) It makes people true human. 

v) It prepares people as good citizens for the benefit of the country. 

vi) It teaches people to protect country’s assets. 

 

Importance of patriotism in political or national life:  

Subjugation puts men to chain. The advancement of the society is hampered. Subjugated people do not have 

any role in state affairs. So, the role of patriotism is very important in political or national life. 

 

Lesson-5(Perseverance):  
 

Perseverance: To make repeated efforts with special care and hardship with a view to achieving any special 

goal is called perseverance. It is a collection of some qualities, such as- effort, initiative, sincerity, diligence, 

patience, tolerance, concentration etc. Perseverance aims at the desired goal of realizing a good resolution 

through hard work and patience. Man becomes great by dint of perseverance. It is a part of religion. The 

importance of perseverance is the highest in student life.  

……………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Short Questions from Lesson-4: 

1) Is patriotism a part of religion? 

2) What is the mission of life of a patriot person? 

3) What does a patriot do when his country is in crisis? 

4) From where does patriotism spring?     

5) How does the soil of the land become red? 

6) What is a burning example of patriotism? 

7) Which spirit inspired millions of Bangalees to sacrifice their lives? 

8) What does a patriot feel in good days and bad days of the country? 

9) What does a patriot do to safeguard independence and sovereignty of the country? 

10) How can patriotism be expressed? 

11) How has patriotism to be acquired? 

12) What does patriotism do? 

13) What is an indicator of humanity? 

14) Who cannot be called true human? 

15) Who usually cannot be patriots? 

16) Who will gain eternal heaven? 

17) What puts men to chain? 

18) Who do not have any role in state affairs? 

19) Why is the role of patriotism very important in national life? 

 

Short Questions from Lesson-5: 

1) What is called perseverance? 

2) What is a collection of some qualities? 

3) In what qualities’ combination does the moral quality named perseverance build up?   

4) What does perseverance aim? 

5) How does man become great? 

6) In which life is the importance of perseverance highest? 

7) Who never succeed in learning? 

8) Who can succeed despite low merit? 

9) Who cannot succeed even in a simple task? 

10) Where do success and failure of life depend? 

11) Who became great in the world due to perseverance? 

 

Broad Questions from Lesson-4 and 5: 

1) Explain the significance of patriotism in social and national life. 

2) Explain the concept of perseverance. 

3) ‘Perseverance is the key to success in life’__ explain. 

 

…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 


